House of Critics debate Issue of Presidents' power
by Bert Hintz
"Hey cool it guys, I want to
hear what the twit has to say!"
"All I can say, at this point, is
that I hope Mark plays football
better than he's debating."
"By George!"
So went the second Aletheia
House of Critics debate last
Thursday evening in the SUB
Lounge. It proved to be a
spirited showing of how a
normally polite, but basically
boring debate can be made fun,
for the speakers, and especially
for the audience.
A debate squad from Pacific
Lutheran University met a UPS
crew in a showdown over this
year's national debate topic,
"Should the Powers of the
Presidency be Significantly
Curtailed?"
Dr. Carl Clavedetsher,
moderator (referee?) for the
night's debate laid down the
ground rules, which were,
basically, anything goes. PLU's
debators, junior Ray Heacox and
sophomore Joe Fischer, seemed
slightly perplexed, and slightly

perturbed at the crowd's
fondness of attacking them
(only verbally, of course) in the
midst of their speeches.
UPS's rookie squad of
sophomore Mark Lyon and
freshman Russ Stenquist came
of a first place showing at Pacific
University's debate tournament
in the novice category. Novice
means that they hadn't debated
before on the college level.
Lyon and Stenquist were
assigned the affirmative side of
the debate by a coin toss before
the debate. Stenquist began by
outlining, his contentions that
the President has accummulated
470 statutes justifying his
emergency power usage.
Through Congress's issuance
of these powers, the Presidency
has many possible avenues for
misuse. He gave the example of
the Feeds and Forage Act of
1861 which allowed President
Johnson to feed troops in
Vietnam without Congressional
approval.
The UPS team also stated
that the President had
emergency powers delegated to
him by the Congress extending

as far as to the setting aside of
metal, seizing communications,
transportation, and means of
production, declaring martial
law, and sending troops overseas.
They proposed that a new
plan be undertaken. 1) All
emergency powers would be
abolished except for those
reaffirmed by Congress, and 2) a
new procedure would be used to
delegate powers to the President.
These are A) the President can
still declar emergencies, but he
must inform the Congress within
12 hours. B) Congress may veto
any emergency. C) Should
Congress not approve by vote
a n y proclamation, it
automatically ends in 60 days.
And D) all congressional
approval of powers must have a
cut-off point, or provide for
review of the proclamation
within a specified period of
time.
The PLU team attacked the
UPS proposal vigorously by
arguing that the affirmative's
proposal for changes did not
significantly alter the status quo.
Also, they stated that
the President does not dare to go
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Low attendance at Priorities Discussion
by Billie Hebler
When the House of Critics
met on October 29, the program
deviated from the standard
format of debate to a program
on university priorities. Dr.
Phibbs opened the evening, to a
surprizingly low turnout of
about 40, calling the topic of
discussion a comprehensive plan
for the future of the University.
The first speaker was Dr.
Boyce Covington of the UPS
Law School. Covington's
proposal for the top priority was
moving the law school adjacent
to the main campus.
He said it is the aspiration of
the law school staff to build up
the UPS Law School to become
one of the most competative and
superior in the Northwest.
Covington listed the main
problems of the existing quarters
as being inadequate because of:
a) the enormous amount of
students (over 600 day and over
200 night), b) the sporatic and
poor heating system, c) poor
acoustics, d) the location on
South Tacoma Way and in the
direct flight path of McChord
Air Force Base. Other major
problems are the lack of parking
and dining facilities. The law
school has a library consisting of
over 70,000 volumes and with
the addition of 20,000 more
next year there will be no more
space.
According to Covington, the
law school faculty feels that it is
essential to law students to have
interaction with undergrads, a
condition inhibited by
separation from the main
campus.
Covington also feels an
adjacent law school would be
advantagous to the main campus
in offering a library of over
100,000 volumes for professors
and students; an auditorium
with a capacity of 800-1000 and
sophisticated audio-visual
equipmant. It would also
provide a clinic for students;
classes for undergrads, more
special events, lectures, running
of mock trials including campus
figures and alumni as a potential
source of funds for the
University.

Though the school is
currently under accreditation by
the American Bar Association
and the American Association of
Law Schools, Covington feels
existing limitations cause a loss
of often superior students and
faculty.
Professer John Jandali spoke
next on academics as a priority.
Jandali pointed out that the
era of student population
growth experienced in the past
decade is coming to a close and
only the most fit schools will
survive.
The first area of discussion
for academic priorities was the
quality of faculty. Jandali stated
that in order to maintain
effective programs it is necessary
yo attract and retain the best
possible teachers and develop
the existing faculty. In order to
do this, it is necessary to
maintain and support a
competative compensation scale.
His next point was the
quality of curriculum or
"Education for a lifetime," as
often quoted by Dr. Phibbs. To
obtain high standards it is
necessary for continuous
evaluation of the current
curriculum to meet the challenge
of an ever changing world.
In order to achieve a high
quality of students Jandali feels
it is necessary to enlarge the
resources of finacial aids and
develop a sizable scholarship
based on merit and academic
achievement.
His last subject was the
improvement of the academic

environment. This includes
expansion in programs such as
the library, computer and data
processingm science and foreign
language, learning skills lab and
programs of distinguished
lectureships.
The last speaker was Douglas
McArthur.
McArthur started by pointing
out the number of students
involved in the UPS recreation
program. The program involves a
countable 2393 participants in
19 intermural programs, 73
physical education classes and
inter-collegiate sports. McArthur
also pointed out that almost all
major schools in Washington
have added to their recreation
facilities in the last 10 years. The
program for development of
recreation facilities was started
by the students in 1972. The
main problem as McArthur sees
it is the shortage of facilities
during popular hours and
conditions of existing facilities
and fields.
The proposals were followed
by a question and answer session
which raised comments on the
campus food, marine biology
program and problems that may
be caused by increased
population of an adjacent law
school.
Dr. Phibbs closed by
encouraging all students to fill
out the questionaire in the
October 25 issue of the Trail,
but perhaps the whole evening
was best summarized by Doug
McArthur's words, "Shucks, we
need 'em all."

"SHORTCUTS"
Urban Studies Department has
scheduled ten new tilms - page 5.
Homingcoming 1974 recaptured
in pictures. page 6
Loggers come up with a longawaited win. page 9
Take in some sunshine in January while studying in Hawaii
for Winterim. page 2

violently against Congress's
wishes due to the Legislative
Branch's retaliatory powers
allowed them through the
checks and balances system.
The negative team argued
that UPS had failed to show
harms in the present system. The
UPS team declared there have
been abuses of the emergency
powers before as with the Feed
and Storage Act of 1861. It was
designed for feeding horses
during the Civil War, but it was
used 107 years later to feed
troops. Lyon also said he felt
that it was a "clear and present
danger" that a President could
misuse these easily acquired
powers.
PLU then brought up the
points that the grand
bureaucracy of Congress can't
possibly handle the additional
workload that this extra
responsibility would burden
them with. They also argued
that the Congress didn't want to
handle the "hot potato" of the
added responsibilities they
would acquire under the
affirmatives' plan.
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The floor was opened up for
questions at the end of the
debate. One question brought up
by the audience was, "How do
you decide what constitutes a
'real' emergency, for which a
President may need to seize
powers. PLU's Heacox replied,
"You don't." Then Dr.
Clavedetscher interjected,
"Maybe it's like pornography;
you know it when you see it.
That's what the Supreme Court
said."
The division of the House,
understandably, didn't shed any
light on the matter of which side
had won the debate due to the
biasness inherent in the audience
make-up.
The next Aletheia House of
Critics debate will take place in
either November or December.
Its topic will deal with the value
of the Greek system on the UPS
campus. Greek Row, and the
GDI Houses were encouraged to
get into this one. Also, coming
up in December, the orators
from Oxford University, United
Kingdom, will come to MclOO
to aebate some of UPS's best.

Famine Relief Program
on U.P.S. campus

people starving all
over the place. We're not only
not really aware of what's going
on, on the UPS campus, but we
are contributing to the
problem."
Wes Stanton, UPS senior, is
involved this year with the
World Famine Relief Program
which has been founded on the
UPS campus. Along with
Assistant Dean Darrell Reeck,
and several other students,
Stanton is in the midst of
defining the group's objectives,
and trying to gather a larger base
of students.
What Stanton and the others
are attempting to do is inform
other students within UPS's
"protected and insulated"
environment about what is going
on in Africa and Bangladesh, and
thousands of other areas around
the world.
We're just trying to keep
aware of what is going on, and
what people are doing. Both
what people are doing to
contribute to the problem, and
what people are doing to do
something constructive."
Stanton described starvation
as a plight foreign to the great
majority of Americans. He
related that Americans feel that
they can afford to eat a pound
of beef protien that requires, on
the average, 21 pounds of

vegtable protein to produce.
Other countries do not even
have the option of deciding
whether they can afford it; it's
just out of the question.
Stanton also wondered out
loud about how we can afford to
use 27 tons of fertilizer on the
University of Washington's lawns
alone each year. That same
fertilizer could be filling the
mouths in Africa.
Dean Reeck commented that
there seems to be a "Nucleus of
perhaps 10 or 15 students
interested in forming an
awareness or action program on
campus." Reeck, Rev. Pierce
Johnson and others originally
started the program last year,
with the help of Bill Rose, a
graduate at the U of W, who
initiated the same kind of
program at the U of W. The
program sponsored a program of
fasting for a day last spring. For
each student who did not eat
three meals that day, Food
Service donated the cost of
those meals.
This year the group also
includes two students who spent
time in India, and who witnessed
the plight of those people first
hand. The next meeting of the
group will take place on
November 8th, at 4:00 in Jones
213. All people interested please
attend.

Fieldhouse hassle
examined by Trail
by Bert Hintz
The cry has risen over the UPS landscaping projects, "Why
should we, the students as represented by the ASUPS, have to pay for
the use of the UPS fieldhouse for an academic or cultural event?"
Well, folks, it's because of that strange and wonderous thing
called university policy.
The actual procedures aren't that far out, but an analysis of
the affairs surrounding the use of the Fieldhouse for the Wm. 0.
Douglas speaking engagement explores the deepest, darkest, and
certainly the most typically obscure workings of the UPS
administration, as well as throwing a interesting ending in, free of
charge.
Some people are enticed to explore the labryinth of the
university establishment. Some are even adept at the process, but few
are as use to it as Lyle Gelbach, ASUPS Academic Arts and Lectures
Chairman.
Gelbach has encountered nearly every bureaucratic and
misunderstanding device known to creators of the American Dream.
Some people are led (surely they couldn't volunteer) to
become parts of the administrative machine. While the UPS
administration is certainly no more at fault for red tape than the sun
rising in the morning, the faults exist no matter.
Sometimes, when people like Gelback come in contact with
the establishment dragon, someone gets burned; either that, or
someone's ego gets cinged. In this case, it was up to Gelbach to raise
bureaucratic hell (but then again, do bureaucrats go to heaven?).
Let us review the situation, and how it got to its present
state—nowhere (at least according to the ASUPS).
Wm. 0. Douglas was contracted last summer to come to UPS
through the sponsorship of the ASUPS and the Law School. The
Fieldhouse was contracted for this purpose by Gelbach. The contract
stipulated a rental fee of $250 for the Fieldhouse.
(

COflt'd. on page 3

Sympos/um

T.P. not for deco rating campus
The main purpose of this article is to bring into
focus a condition that is of common occurrence to the
University of Puget Sound campus. The condition that I
am referring to is the one having toilet paper aimlessly,
foolishly and carelessly decorating the buildings and
flora of this university.

I find this situation to be an eye sore and of
negative value! I am totally dismayed when I encounter
a building and surrounding flora childishly decorated
with such a "highly intellectual" medium as that of
toilet paper. I have come to the conclusion that, these
"artists" are not only infantile in their methods of
expression but are also color blind; do they know of no
other color that white !!

If the average level of intelligence on this campus
is that of using toilet paper to express their feelings, I
possess great pity for those people! Somehow, I can not
believe the majority of students on this campusare of
such low intelligence. For those of you who have not
graduated from potty training may I suggest a new
medium of expression, color crayons!
You may find this article amusing, but it is sad
that college kids can find nothing more productive to do
with their time than to T.P. their own campus! Those of
you who are guilty take heed! Your day of judgement
will come. For those of you who are of "finer" breeding
may you unite and put an end to this unneccessary
outrage of infantilism!

Thank You for your time, Steven E. Pohi

Prisioner seeks
friends
I am a confined lonely prisioner at the London
Correctional Institution in Ohio.
I am doing 10 to 25 years for armed robbery. I
have been locked up for 13 months.
I would appreciate it very much if you could print
this letter for me.
I do not have any family, friends, or any contact
from the outside world.
I woild appreciate it very much hearing from
someone who does not mind writing to someone in
prison. ALL letters are deeply wanted.
I am 29 years old, white, single. I have brown hair
and brown eyes. I am five feet nine inches and weight
155 lbs. My sign is Taurus.
I promise to answer all letters. Those who do
write, could they send a photo of themselves?

Mike Dunaway 129981
P.O. Box 69
London, Ohio 43140

Coach shows
appreciation
(Editor's note: the following letter was sent to Logger
fans

It was a great Homecoming! Not just because we
won the game, (though that did help) but because the
students and alums had such enthusiasm in the stands!
Sometimes, I'm sure it seems as if the players and
coaches could care less if the cheering section is with
them during a game. We appreciate the cheers and even
try a little harder when we know our efforts are
appreciated.
The tunnel made on the field at half time by the
fans was certainly a sign to show our players they are
appreciated. This was something I have not seen in the
nine years I have been here.
Our thanks also go to the cheerleaders past and
present and to all who have cheered for the Loggers.

Thanks, Paul Walirof, Head Football Coach

Two winterims offered in Hawaii
by Toby Allen
UPS students interested in
the sciences again have the
opportunity to spend the cold
winter in tropical warmth. As
last year, there will be two
winterims studying in Hawaii.
Accepting an invitation
extended by the University of
Hawaii, Dr. Bland, of the
Chemistry department, and Dr.
Lindgren, of the Biology
department, will take 16
students to the island of Oahu.
The first half of the month will
find eight students engaged in
manned related laboratory work
under the supervision of Bland
and several staff members of the
science department.
Dr. Lindgren and the other
group of eight will meanwhile be
engaged in field study at the
Institute of Marine Biology,
located at Kaneohe Bay, about
20 miles outside of Honolulu.
The whole group of 18 will be
lodging together, and each
evening will see an interchange
of information between the two

groups. At a halfway point, the
two groups will exchange places.
Dr. Bland will remain in the lab,
as he has a rapport with the
science department developed
this summer while a professor in
the U of H summer program. Dr.
Lindgren will remain in Kaneohe
Bay, as he has worked previously
with the Institute and so has a
similar rapport. This familiarity
with Hawaiian associates seems
to assure the success of the
winterim as a research
experience. Near the end of the
month, all 18 will spend some
time on Maui with the other
Winterim group headed by Dr.
Karlstrom of the Biology
department.
This second winterim, a joint
education effort with Pacific
Lutheran University, will see
Karlstrom returning from a two
year absence after originating
the winterm five years ago. A
group of twenty students from
UPS, with perhaps as many from
PLU, will find themselves
located on Maui after a two day
orientation program on Oahu
arranged by the Bishop Museum

of Honolulu . Underwater field
work will compose the major
area of study for the students,
with supplemental lab work
being done in a laboratory set up
by the students. According to
Karlstrom, a major asset of this
winterim is Camp Pecusa, where
the group will be lodging. Its
location, six miles from Lahaina
Town is right on the knowledge
laden waters of Maui, and its
cost, room and board per
person/per day is less than five
dollars. It would seem that this
could be a fantastic learning
experience at yesterday's prices.
During the last three days of
the month, both winterim
groups hope to be together on
Hawaii to hike into the
unspoiled interior regions of the
island. This part of the trip
would merely be for pleasure,
and a chance for the two groups
to exchange experiences. After
all this, the return to Tacoma
promises to be as much of a
letdown as the participation in
either of these winterims
promises to be a very
worthwhile investment.

S.A.C. seeks out new blood
The Education department's
Student Advisory Committee is
presently seeking out some new
blood for the group. The S.A.C.,
which is supervised by Dr.
Lamka of the Education
Department, was started last
year as a forum for discussion
between the faculty and the
Education students.
The committee is designed
for Education students to get
together to discuss the
curriculum with the faculty and
so the faculty can get the
students reactions.
Besides a general discussion
between students and faculty,
the committee serves to provide
a focus for the Diminishing Task
Forces. These small groups of
teachers and students are formed
for a specific project, and then
-

disbanded after the work on that
task is completed.
A third facet of the S.A.C. is
to provide to students, who plan
to go into teaching, information
that is not usually found in the
classroom. The group can send
three students to the faculty
meetings and get an idea of what
goes on there. Mock interviews
are conducted for students, as
teachers get hired by an
interview with a school district's
superintendent.
The problem with the
committee is that there is a
nucleus of only four or five
people who regularly attend the
meetings, according to the
S.A.C.'s secretary, Barb Nelson.
She said that more people are
needed to have consistently

valuable meetings. "I hate
meetings just to have meetings,"
she complained.
Nelson said that she wanted
to see more underclassmen join
the group. There is only one
original member left, and there
should be some people to give
the group direction next year.
While the S.A.C. is primarily
intended for Education students,
the committee may be of
interest to others. Students who
are majoring in other
departments but are planning to
teach later could benefit from
the committee.
Anyone interested may
attend the meetings of the
S.A.C. The meetings are
presently scheduled for
Wednesdays at 12:00, but the
scheduling is flexible.
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Homecoming for
Turkeys only
I find it a little incomprehensible that our
intellectual president Mr. Philip M. Phibbs can endorse
(in almost the same breath) academic excellence and at
the same time lend his name and therefore support to
the infantile tradition of homecoming (e.g., his judging
of the house decoration competition, bidding in the
beard-growing contest
Which leads us to the question: Whom is
homecoming for
?' I suggest that from the
administration's view it is not so much for the student
(thank God!!) as it is for establishing goodwill (sic) with
wealthy alumni and rich Tacomans who still think fun is
wholesome keggers, scoring on Friday nights, and panty
raids.
After all, the 14% of the school's operating budget
that isn't student-supported has to come from
somewhere, administrators reason. So on homecoming
they swallow their "academic excellence" and attend
homecoming activities, palms outstretched, eagerly
grabbing the tainted money from our benevolent alums.
And the whole meretricious cycle is reinforced and
perpetuated.
Is this any more moral than the university owning
stock in napalm factories? I think not.
Welcome alumni. You turkeys.

ac/nauseum).

Liz Baker

Energy conservation
necessary
Last fall an energy curtailment committee,
consisting of faculty, students, and staff, was formed to
assist the University in its role as a "fair share" partner
in energy conservation. There is now, more than ever, a
need to conserve all forms of energy. Therefore, the
University is asking faculty, students and staff to
perpetuate last year's highly successful program.
The University is striving for an overall 10%
reduction of energy. To accomplish a reduction of this
magnitude, the cooperation of the entire constituency
of the University will be required.
Cooperation will be necessary to achieve a 10%
reduction and the following is a listing of areas where we
all may participate. 1 ) Maintain a maximum heating level
of 68 degrees, 2) Turn back thermostats and radiators to
60 degrees when rooms are vacant, 3) Turn off all lights
when rooms are vacant, 4) Notify the Plant Dept. , phone
number 3231, if you feel a further light level reduction
in class room and office space will satisfactorily
accomplish the purpose for which the space is used, and
5) Report all leaky radiators, malfunctioning
thermostats, etc. to the Plant Department.
Energy conservation is everyone's responsibility,
and with the same cooperation received last fall, an
overall reduction of 10% use of precious energy can be
accomplished again this year.

Sn

Campus Energy Curtailment Committee
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"There's something that
pertains to every student on
campus in Mike George's radio
program 'People'," proclaims
KUPS program manager, John
Hatcher.
Sophomore, Mike George has
taken a step out of the ordinary
D.J. role and incorporated the
new policy of KUPS as more
than just a disc spinning station
in his new program.
A meditator himself, George
used the local Transcendental
Meditation Center director in his
kick off show. Since then the
iteinerary has included Pat
Ruckert of the U.S. Labor Party,
who may be familiar to
students by his heckling
perfor,ance at the William 0.
Douglas lecture. Jack Metcalf,
republican opponent to Warren
Magnuson for Washington State
Senator, was Mike's second
guest. Metcalf, who has been
touring state campuses,
described George as "having
some of the toughest questions"
he has had to answer and calls
People "a credit to UPS and
KUPS."
Mike, an English major, says
'People is fun to do, but in order
to keep away from an ordinary
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interview and get into 'the
"tough" questions a certain
amount of research is required.
George feels UPS is an
apathetic campus and says his
program and the people he
interviews has made himself,
along with his fellow staff
members, much more aware of
current issues. His hope is that
through his interviews, the UPS
students will be enlightened to
existing situations.

Anti-Abortion Organization, and
the Development of Mind
Organization.

One of the major problems he
faces is getting prominent figures
to respond to his invitation.
Many people won't come to face
the baring questions of a
university student for various
reasons. 'I don't really try to
pin them down," explains
George, "but rather I try to get
my guest to convince me in his
stand."

Mike George hopes to make
students realize the importamee
of current issues on their college
and post-college life through his
candid and sometimes
controversial interviews with
people.

Through this program,
George hopes to tap the
numerous people on campus and
in the communtiy, with
interesting, varied and pertinant
things to say. People and issues
that include Robin Chandler,
Trail editor, Dana Nunnelly,
activities coordinator, President
Phibbs Desmond Taylor,
Douglas McArthur, Clara
Fraenzel of the Socialist Party,
T h e R i g h t to Live -

Fieldhouse controversy carefully examined
"I was sent a contract, like any other person gets. It had a fee
schedule attached. We were considered to be a non-profit, religious,
etc. organization . . . Since the ASUPS is separate from the university
in their financial matters, we are considered to be separate and
chargeable, just like any other organization."
Gelbach questioned this first to Dick Walsh, then to Doug
MacArthur, athletic director and Walsh's superior. He was refered to
Lloyd Stuckey. Stuckey was out of town.
Gelbach then went to President Phibbs. Phibbs seemed to
agree with Gelbach's argument that since the Douglas engagement was
both cultural and academic, the sponsor perhaps shouldn't have to
pay for the basic setting up and taking down of the hall, and other
mandatory expenses (i.e., water, heat, custodians). However, any
extra costs incurred by the fieldhouse such as chair rental, spotlights,
etc. should be paid by the ASUPS. Phibbs, though, felt that the final
decision on this should be made by the university's financial wizard,
Lloyd Stuckey.
Gelbach spoke to Stuckey, who explained the university's
accounting process and UPS's relationship to the quasi-independent
Fieldhouse. The Fieldhouse receives no funds from the university's
tuition fund. It is expected to be self-supporting to the tune of
$80,000 a year. Walsh stated in a interview with the TRAIL, "The
Fieldhouse receives no tuition money to operate. It operates as an
auxilary enterprise in which it can only spend the money it makes on
rentals." Walsh finds his back up against the wall in that respect. He is
expected to pay his people, and also UPS's own Plant Department to
perform maintenance on the Fieldhouse and he's expected to do it
with rental fees alone. He can't afford "freebies," at least not under
the present university policy.
"The only way we can get income . . . is through the rental of
the building. In fact, if we didn't rent the building out, we wouldn't
be receiving the income, so we couldn't have it open for Seven Day
Campus, and events like this without dipping into tuition dollars."
Walsh feels justified and perhaps forced to charge rent to
university groups; besides, the present policy of the university dictates
that it is ahight for rent to be charged for an event which sells tickets,
unless the net profits from those sales go to some fund within the
university. Since the income from this event went back into the Law
School's Lecture Fund, that exception did not apply.
"If things were to change," stated Walsh, "and the student
body could come in here free for every event that they had, then every
time they came in here, there's considerable cost. The William 0.
Douglas event cost us $286 to put on, by the time you figure the cost
of the people to set the building up for the event, for the clean up
afterwards, during the event you have to have someone -on duty to
take care of the building, the rental of additional chairs, and all those
things. Actually, in this case, the cost to the Fieldhouse exceeded the
rental which we should receive, which was $250."
Gelbach felt that this ran counter to the president's
statements. "The President of the University has expressed the idea
that we are, perhaps, culturally deprived. I agree with him. I don't
think that we as an university offer many things that students should
have on this campus. One of these things would be just the
opportunity to be enlightened more culturally and academically. I
really don't think that we right now offer a sufficient, or even a
halfway adequate cultural enlightenment here at all."
At the end of Gelbach's conversation with: Stuckey,
Stuckey recommended that Gelbach might make a deal with the
Fieldhouse management for reduced rent. A meeting was arranged.
Those in attendance were Walsh, Gelbach, Semi Solidarios, director of
Student Activities, Greg Dorhn (Intramurals), and Mike Purdy
(ASUPS President). John English, vice president and dean for
students, and Stuckey were invited, but were not in attendance. The
purpose of this meeting was to try to recommend a new policy for the
university's handling of academic and culturally oriented events in the
future, and specifically who's responsibility it should be to absorb the
expenses generated by such an event.
"I discussed what seemed to be an unfair situation for the
ASB," stated Gelbach. "I brought up the point that President Phibbs
in private conversations and in public statements, said there seems to
be lacking cultural and academic activities here at the university. I feel
my position is the only direct input to such academic or cultural
(programs) by the ASB. So, with the use of A-L funds, I am trying to
enlighten and enrich the university, also allowing the university to
have a greater rapport with the community.
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"It seems to be detrimental to the type of programming
which I try to set up for ASUPS to have to turn around, and pay back
to the university for the use of facilities on campus.
A decision was made at that meeting, and a memo was to be
drafted by Walsh, and sent to Phibbs. But remember, I promised an
interesting twist to this.
That meeting took place on September 25. Now, after five
weeks of admittedly bureaucratic forget-it-until-the-deadline's-tomorrow-type thinking, the proposals in the tentative
memo draft as prepared by Walsh, and as described by him, do not
even correspond to what the ASUPS, represented by Gelbach and
Purdy, thought had been decided. In fact, the proposal, applied to the
Douglas affair, would call for the ASUPS and Law School to ante up
$286.30 to the Fieldhouse, $36.30 more than the present contract
calls for.
The ASUPS's view of the recommendation they agreed to is
that the university, through tuition money, would pay for incurred
costs such as setting up and taking down the fieldhouse, as well as for
water, heat and the like. The ASUPS would pay for extras like
spotlights, chairs and such. All this would be in the spirit of academic
and cultural enrichement for students and the community.
Certainly this is not a small difference of opinion. The tragic
thing is that this matter could have, and should have (in the ASUPS's
collective mind) been taken care of immediately following the
meeting.
Walsh, firstly, denies that there is a controversy. He gives the
justification that he had been too busy to write up a draft of the
proposal until just two weeks ago. "It's been a case of the time
factor," explained Walsh, "because of the workload. It just hasnt
been something I've gotten to . . . There is no urgency, right at this
moment for it. There's nothing coming tomorrow." In fact, the rough
draft, not started until two weeks ago, was not finished by Walsh until
after inquiries about it had been made by the TRAIL last week. A full
four weeks had elapsed between the time of the meeting, and when
Walsh finally put the draft in Campus Mail.
Walsh also blames part of the delay on a lack of
communication between Gelbach and himself. "I was in student
government for four years here when I was a student," related Walsh,
"and I got very perturbed at the same situation; it was the grand
runaround. You would be sent from one office to the next, and back
and forth, so I am well aware of what that is like."
Though Walsh denies that he is responsible for the "grand
runaround," ASUPS still feels the victim of that institution. They
don't appreciate the apparent relegating of a matter important to
them to the bottom of the "IN" file, to be acted upon by the
Fieldhouse Manager when pressure finally builds to an irresistable
point. The ASUPS is attempting to schedule activities for the future,
and they find this more difficult when they are unsure of what the
future policy of the administration will be.
What happens now, most probably, is that the basic points
supposedly agreed to last September 25 will have to be re-hassled out.
But now, instead of a meeting, it will be, most likely, through Campus
Mail in the form of rough drafts and changes slipping back and forth,
since neither party wishes to try to set up another meeting.
As Gelbach states, "A fundamental question that should be
answered, (is) when do the students have the use of the facilities, and
to what extent?"
What the ASUPS seems to be looking for now is, not a fight
with the administration, but some respect from them. Some members
of student government hold the opinion that some administrators do
not regard them as legitimate holders of power.
A major reason for that view logically stems from the obvious
student apathy, and because only some 200 students regularly vote
those student officers into their positions. A 10% turnout of eligible
voters for an election does not end to instill confidence in those
leaders.
Another problem that casts a shadow over both students and
administration is when one or the other engages in petty backbiting
and bickering. Both the students and the university need to work
together, but the ASUPS is not willing to compromise itself in order
for this to happen. Administration may or may not need student
government, but it is the students' right to have input, and the
university's duty to listen closely, and not to reject any suggestions

The KUPS staff is proud of
George and 'People',but regret
that limited facilities and
outdated equipment inhibit the
quantity of the audience. Still
the technical problems haven't
stiffled the excitement and
enthusiasm that 'People' has
generated among its founders.
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out of hand.

It is now up to the university to work harder on having a
meaningful relationship with student government, and not to treat the
ASUPS as some group which can be pushed around without comment,
or reaction to their inquiries. The university has to realize once again
that the ASUPS is the students, and the students' are the university.
The relationship has been ignored for too long.
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Chemistry Dept. holds new class
by Bert Hintz

The UPS Chemistry
Department is showcasing a new
class for seniors in the relevant
application of their knowledge.
The class, called "Senior
Topics," brings together not
only chemical conceptualizations, but the whole
chemistry education community
from students to faculty.
The "topics" they cover deal
not only with chemistry, but
with, for example, acting as the
Board of Directors to a large
chemical firm. They determine
the areas to spend money from a
businessman's, rather than just a
chemical researcher's point of
view.
The interdisciplinary
approach seems to be different
for a university education in
chemistry. Large numbers of
students who graduate with
chemistry degrees end up in
business oriented careers. That,
and the fact that today's man
needs to relate not only to his
work, but relate his work to his
life, and, indeed, to society
around him, forces this approach
to the surface today.
Relevancy may be thought to
be a tired term, but to science
education, it is the new frontier.
The approach UPS takes is a
loose colloquium-type style,
informal, with students and
faculty participating as equals.
Projects undertaken by the
class include testing "Roman
Meal" bread (by an actual

request from the company) to
check whether lisensees use the
proper standardized formula for
their bread. Nalley's of Tacoma
brought pickles in one time to
determine where in their
processes the pickles had gone
"bad."
Some projects even have
immediately applicable
ramifications for the university.
UPS received metal ingots from
old scientific instruments free of
charge. These ingots contain
precious metals, worth several
thousand dollars. The only way
these metals could be sold,
however, would be in their pure
forms. The students are now
working on that problem.
Quoting Professor Keith
Berry, Chemistry Department

by Doug Gillespie
UPS has many different and
unique group living conditions.
They include sororities,
fraternities, dorms, and annex
houses. It is a common practice
for sororities and fraternities to
have many functions, but is
unusual for dorms to have as
many activities. This is due to
the limited funds of these
groups. On campus there are two
women's dorms, one men's
dorm, and three coed dorms. Of
these three, Smith is the most
unique, for two reasons. One is
thatalthough Smith is coed, it's
not arranged in the same pattern
of Regester and Harrington. Half

MUN open to new members
by Doug :GUlespie

In the words of Student
Chairman Dave Campbell, Model
United Nations is a "simulation
of the real United Nations."
Interested students can become
familiar with the workings of the
U.N. There are many
organizations in the Tacoma area
that are also interested in
studying and helping to keep the
U.N. alive. One of these groups
is the United Nations
Association, Tacoma Chapter.
Last Wednesday, they held a

01KOS
(Editor's Note: "Oikos" is Greek for house or home and is the root of
such words as ecology and economics. Oikos will, be a broadly based
column dealing with topics primarily of local environmental concern.
The articles will be written by different members of the
environmental science 450 course and the university community at
large. The column will be edited by Ronn Griffin and advised by Dr.
Jeff Bland. Anyone wishing to contribute well-researched articles may
contact Oikos through the TRAIL or UPS Chemistry Department)
WHAT HAPPENED TO COLONEL WATTS HIS NAME?Ronn Griffin
Remember the Colonel, that Tacoma City Light billboard
character who appeared during the energy crisis encouraging reduced
electrical consumption? Well he evaporated along with the electricity
crises of last spring.
The crises is gone but a few question still linger. Was the
shortage of electricty real? Will it happen again? How secure are
Tacoma's sources of power, water and electricity? Who consumes how
much and what do they pay for this energy?
A visit to Tacoma Water, Power and Light's consumer service
department provided some interesting information. While not being
the thought of top management the consumer service department
does reflect the thinking of the employees who have direct contact
with the public.
WATER DIVISION
Water in Tacoma is cheap. The cost varies on a sliding scale
according to the amount consumed. The more used, the less the cost
per gallon.
Beyond the set meter fee, which includes a fixed amount of
water at no additional cost, a fee is charged for every additional 100
cubic feet of water. A 100 cubic feet of water is called a unit and is
equal to 748 gallons. The small residential user outside the city limits
pays 15 cents for an additional unit (748 gallons). The large industrial
user consuming vast amounts of water may pay as little as 6 cents for
an additional unit.
Residential water consumption for 1973 was 7,091,980 units
or 5,304,801,000 gallons. Industrial and commercial use totaled, with
one user not included, 11,040,587 units or 8,258,359,000 gallons for
the same time period.
The one exception is St. Regis Paper Company which used
'16,788, 124 units or 12,557,516,000 gallons in 1973. This is almost
as much as all other consumers combined. For this water St. Regis
pays a special rate of 48.73 dollars per one million gallons consumed
in a day.That is equivalent to 3.65 cents per unit or about 60% of the
fee paid by a regular industrial user. For consumption of more that
35.5 million gallons in a day St. Regis pays 80.21 dollars per million
gallons (6 cents per unit).
The consumer Service Department indicated no fear of a
shortage of water in the future for the city of Tacoma. Their motto
'Always Ready, Always Plenty' is being reinforced with a new 54 inch
pipeline from the Green River watershed to Tacoma's industrial
center, the tideflats.
POWER AND LIGHT
Tacoma can boast of an electricity rate of 1.04 cents per
Killowatt Hour (kwh) which is less than one half of the national
average of 2.10 cents per kwh (these are 1973 figures).
Consumption is on the increase but City Light shows little
fear of a shortage occuring in the near future. Total generating
capacity exceeds demand by a considerable margin.
A consumer service consultant was quick to point out that an
electric company is essentially a financial institution. The large
amount of capital investment in physical plant demands that the
(cont'd. on page 11
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head, from his paper on "Senior
Topics" which has been
presented to the National
Science Teachers Association
meeting in Denver just recently,
he states, "This is an exciting
course. Relevant education
requires that students acquire
knowledge and skills, but more
importantly, it requires that
they be able to use that
knowledge and those skills to
help solve problems they
encounter in their own
experience. I believe this type of
course helps increase their
ability to perform in that
manner. I know they gain an
appreciation for the type of
experience expected of a
chemist, and I believe they have
a more interesting education
experience."

Mixed living conditions
on U.P.S. campus

meeting in Kilworth Chapel in
celebration of the anniversary of
the U.N. on October 24. There
was a dinner, a speaker, and also
meetings with some foreign
students.
The UPS MUN program is
part of a national intercollegiate
organization. A member of the
Far West Conference, UPS is one
of three in the United States.
Most of the MUN work is
oriented toward the all
conference meeting; this year to
be held inAnaheim, Calif., and
hosted by California State in
Fullerton. About 100 different
schools will be represented by

1,000 delegates. A full scale
recreation of a session of the
U.N. will be the main objective.
UPS will send about 15 delegates
to the conference. Last year
they represented the United
States, and this year will
represent Australia.
UPS has consistently been in
the top ten of schools in the Far
West Conference. MUN
membership is not limited to
political science members.
Campbell stressed that there
is still room for more interested
people to join. The group meets
every Wednesday at 12:30 p.m.
in the library, Room 211.

Winterim travel
courses scheduled
The Winterim term, January
6 to January 31 for 1975
features seven travel courses. In
previous Winterims, many
students have enrolled in travel
programs to enhance their
educational program .
Professors John Magee,
Philosophy, and Bill Colby, Art,
are taking a group for five weeks
of travel in India.
"Egypt Since the 1952
Revolution" will provide insight
to contemporary Egyptian
society with Professors John
Jandali and Micheal Rocchi
leading.
A c o u r s e entitled
"Multinational Business" will
involve travel in Central
America. This tour will be led by
Professor James Ketchel.
Professor Paul Heppe,
Political Science, will
accompany a group to study the

Thanksgiving
dinner will
be served
A Thanksgiving dinner with
all the trimmings, sponsored by
University Church and the Law
School Auxiliary, will be served
in the Lounge of Kilworth
Chapel on Thanksgiving Day,
November 28th.
Barbara Walters, representing
the wives of the Law School
Students, and Nancy Johnson,
representing the chaplaincy of
University Church, are the
coordinators and cooks.
Students who will be here on
Thanksgiving Day are invited to
join in the dinner and its
preparation. Each adult is to
contribute $1.50 toward the
buying of the turkeys plus some
side dish of their own choosing.
Children under 12 will be $1.
Television sets will be
brought in and set up to keep
the then happy watching the
football games. Children will be
led in games. If you are on
campus and would like to join
us, call the Chaplain's Office
(3305) and make a reservation.
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Canadian political and social
system.
There are two Winterims to
Hawaii. Biology professor Ernie
Karlstrom will lead one focused
on the marine plants and animals
of Maui. Professors Jeff Bland
and Erick Lindgren will take
another group to Hawaii for a
course entitled "Biology and
Chemistry by Marine
Organisms".
A winterim group to the Baja
Peninsula will be led by
Professors Blanks and Alcorn.
This course is entitled "Natural
History of Baja, California".
Students who wish more
information on any of these
programs should read the
descriptions in the Winterim
Catalogue and then contact
immediately the sponsoring
professor(s) for further
information.

is independent men and the
other half is sorority (Kappa
Kappa Gamma). Secondly,
Smith is one the most active
living groups on campus. The
indpendent men (D. B. Hoopers)
of Smith Hall are active because
of the brotherhood which exists
between the sorority and the
men. Kappa Kappa Gamma
helps the Hoopers to plan
activities.
One of the most interesting
things about Smith is the
"Hooper buddy program." At
the beginning of the year each
male receives a "buddy." A
buddy is a girl from Kappa, who
knows the male's identity but he
doesn't know who she is. Each
day she leaves something for
him, a note or maybe a present.
This system enables students,
especially freshmen, to get to
know other people in the dorm.
At Christmas time there will be a
party to announce the name of
the "secret buddy." In the
spring this process will be
reversed.
Some of the other activities
so far include volleyball and an
ice block party.
One of the Hoopers was in a
football accident recently, and
about 30 people from Smith
brought him lunch in the
hospital.
Tonight Frances Schenk, a
foreign student from Japan, will
prepare a Japanese Yakitori
dinner for the entire dorm.
Smith seems to continually
striving to provide an interesting
atmosphere for its residents.

Auditions to
open for play
There will be open auditions
and pre-registration for the
theatre winterim, "Shakespeare

on the Road" Tuesday
November 5 starting at 7 :00
p.m., in Kilworth
Chapel. Tuydfth Nightwill be the
production presented.
There will also be a very
important meeting of all those
students interested in obtaining

m o r e information or
pre-registering for the children's
theatre tour-winterim, "Puppet
Theatre" on Tuesday November
5 at 7 :00 p.m. in Kilworth
Chapel. It is very important that
we know how many people are
interested in these winterims.
If you cannot attend either
meeting, please contact Ric
Tutor or Tom Somervill in the
Theatre offices before the
Tuesday meetings.
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Urban Studies don artment to show Ten films

an studies
The Department of Urban Studies invites all
majors and other interested students to attend a showing of R.
Buckminister Fuller's World Game Film Series. The series contains ten
30-minute films which deal with the increasingly complex demands
placed upon society in dealing with change. A brief description of the
ten films appears below.
The first five films in the series will be shown in succession
starting at 8:30 a.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 6, in Jones 203. The
remaining five films will be shown in succession at 8:30 a.m., on
Wednesday, Nov. 13, in Jones 203. For those who are interested there
will be a discussion of the films following each showing.

humanity. Film 7 deals with studies in population, power
networks.and the world man. (Films 7, 8 and 9 are a unit and should
be used together).

PHANTASMAGORIA Books — used 112 price
CRAFTS &- SuPPLIES
Court "C" Mall

MA7-6661

10% off w/ this ad

PLAYING WORLD GAME
World Game Series. A continuation of film 7. This film treats metal
and energy resources, food production and distribution, and the
history of industrialization as an index of man's development around
the world.
PLAYING WORLD GAME

Indoor ferns
59

THE STRUCTURE OF NATURE
World Game Series. R. Buckminister Fuller specifies the foundation of
his work as the essential honesty or integrity of nature's geometry.
Analyzes natural structures and the practical meaning of nature's
oscillation between symmetry and asymmetry, expansion and
contraction.
SYNERGY
World Game Series. Fuller discusses synergy as it relates to his
construct of "total world." The discovery of the "Fundamental
complementality" of earth's physical system is essential in his view. It
points the way from "utterly non-sensible, non-sensorial" to the
"absolutely real" for the formulation of new problem-solving bases.

World Game Series. Brings the data from films 7 and 8 plus material
from all preceding films to bear on a projected move, or scenario, in
World Game. The objective is to design a cicsed power grid over the
face of the earth to provide all people with a stated minimum amount
of electrical power.
WORLD GAME CAN WORK
World Game Series. Fuller presents a reasoned plea for man to
abandon the political struggles that sap his strength and prevent him
from realizing his potential.

BIitz-Wli,h,rd Co*pay, Portod, Oegor

Imperial Garden and Gift Cent

Autumn Special
Over 200 to choose from
2328 Tacoma Ave. So.
Ph. MA7-6264

-

MORE WITH LESS
World Game Series. Fullei discusses his "comprehensive anticipatory
design science" concept which attempts to predict man's energy, food
and demographic requirements and to employ the knowledge to fill
his needs.
MAN'S FUNCTION IN THE UNIVERSE
World Game Series. Fuller examines the operation of man's dual
nature. He demonstrates that the job of controlling the world,
developing it according to a rational plan, depends a priori upon man's
"synergetic capability."
FROM MYTH TO TECHNOLOGY
World Game Series. Fuller discusses human history, from man's
obscure origins in the East and follows man from his subjection to
myth to his dominance of the world with the aid of technology.
DESIGN ACHIEVEMENT
World Game Series. Fuller argues that man has time and again proved
himself possessed of new visions for his future and then has proceeded
to discover the means with which to make them fact. PLAYING WORLD GAME
Ari

World Game Series. The World Game is a scientific means for
discovering the expeditious ways of employing the world's resources
so efficiently as to be able to provide a higher standard of living for all

Game room is out of hiding
by Doug Gillespie

I
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machines in Cellar X. Grimwood
will be handling the finance and
upkeep of the room, and
Solidarios and Strickland
promote and help run it. All the
games are owned by UPS. Last
year a company owned and
maintained all the games. By
securing a weekly maintenance
company contract a new
flexibility in the type of
machine is now available to
students.
The game room includes a
pooi table, air hockey, an
electronic ping pong game,
foosball, and pinball. The
foosball table now in the room
will soon be replaced with one
of much higher quality.
The game room is located in
room 8 of the SUB. It used to be
an overflow dining room for the
faculty. The games pay for
themselves, and most of the time
these result in surplus money.
That money goes back into the
SUB building by way of the
Miscellaneous Building Revenue
fund.

During the first few weeks of
school the UPS game room
seemed to be hiding from the
students. Rumor had it that
there would be a game room,
again, this year, but none
appeared.
Time after time students were
seen wandering the halls of the
SUB basement in a futile
attempt to locate the evasive
room. Finally the dreams of
many were answered ;the game
room opened this week for the
leisure of the UPS students.
Working together in the
planning and running of this
years game room are: Semi
Solidarios, Director of Student
Activities, Dick Grimwood, head
of Food Services, and Skip
Strickland, student liason to
Grimwood. Last year was the
first year of operation for the
game room, but it wasn't the
first for games on campus. The
year before a student was
allowed to put two pin ball

A.P.S.S. holds

picnic

On October 19, Saturday the
Associated Political Science
Students held a picnic for its
members and faculty at Ms.
Laura Inveens house. For those
who came, it was a very
enjoyable affair. The big winner
of the day was Dr. Hobson, who
won the honorary door prize.
Pictures were taken and will be
posted on the bulletin board in
the Library.
On November 1, Friday, Dr.
Craig Gunter and Dr. Janna
Rodereck will give a symposium
on Presidential Succession. It
will be held at 3: in Mc 006. All
members of the university
community are welcome to
attend.
On November 12, Tuesday,
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Dr. William Hobson will give a
talk on "What is Political
Science? 'It should be of special
interest to those students, who
have not yet declared majors and
are curious as to what the
discipline is. It is open to
everyone. It will be held
7:00p.m. in Mc 106.
November 29, Tuesday at
3:00 marks the next APSS
meeting. It will be held in the
lounge of the Poli Sd
department. On the agenda are:
1) Report on Faculty Meeting, 2)
Upcoming Speakers, 3) Report
on possible credity for APSS, 4)
Possible Political Science
Deptartment Paper. All the
majors are urgently invited to
attend.

in a beer drinldng land.
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Koffee& entertainment at CellarX
by Ann Hibbard
The Saturday night flick is
over. The thought of writing
that paper on renaissance art or
facing that Biology book seems
unbearable. Your stomach gets
queezy when you think of last
weeks kegger and nearly turns
over completely at the thought
of high school kids cruising
Herfy 's.
But what else is there to do at
UPS on a Saturday night?
Koffee KUPS is one answer
to this dilemma. Free coffee and
music will be featured in a

coffee house atmosphere oh
November 9 from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. in Cellar X. Informally
presented with low lights and a
relaxed setting, rock, folk, jazz,
and classical music will be
featured.
Lorraine Acheson, Joe Goral
and Pam Lamirande are among
the campus talent that will be
performing in this pioneer
program.
"I really think there's a lot of
talent on campus," said John
Hatcher, KUPS radio manager.
Hatcher, who brainstormed
Koffee KUPS, explained that he

wants to draw on the great
variety of campus talent, and
said he intends to feature
everything from horn soloists to
kazoo bands.
In addition to providing
students with a place to go,
Hatcher feels this program is a
good way to publicize KUPS
radio.
"KUPS can be a viable voice
of the students and I want to
generate among students an
interest in the station," Hatcher
continued. And he added that
once Koffee KUPS gets off the
ground and into the air, he'd like
to see it on a weekly basis.
1-1

Photographs by Ray Meuse
Photographs by Ray Meuse
will be displayed in the
Activities Room of the Seattle
Art Museum, (Volunteer Park)
beginning Sunday, November 3,
and running through January 5,
1975. A self -taught
photographer. Meuse is the
recipient of numerous awards.
He is also a member of the King
County Arts Commission.
Many of his photographs
express his fascination with
cycles of life, the continuity of
birth, life, death. Growth and
diminution in nature are subtlely
stated in constrasting forms and
textures of growing plants,
patterned ripples in the sand, or
windswept clouds moving
gracefully across the sky.
Whether a soft fog permeates a
cemetery, or a pattern of twigs
punctuates the white snow, one
senses more than a documentary
image. Meuse records what he
sees, but gives his image the
special quality of personal
response that lets the viewer
know he has really experienced
what he has photographed.

Yoga offered
in mini course
"Yoga for Health" will be the
title of a three week mini-course
that will begin this Monday
afternoon in the Lounge of
Kilworth Chapel. Chaplain
Pierce Johnson will be the
teacher.
The classes will run from
4:30-5:50 p.m. on three
successive Mondays, November
7th, 14th, and 21st. The fee for
mini-courses is set at $2 for
students for the series. The
emphasis will be on learning how
to do hatha and kundalini yoga.
Beginners to yoga are
welcome; everyone progresses in
their own individual way.
Members of the faculty and staff
and alumni as well as their
spouses are welcome at all of the
mini-courses. The intention is to
reach the University community.
Call the Chaplain's Office if you
have a question. Note that the
time for this courses has been
moved to the late afternoon.

The Peak
Experience"
The theme for the service at
11 a.m. this Sunday morning at
University Church will be an
exploration of the peak
experience which has been
defined by the saints in the
Christian heritage. All Saints
Day will provide the focus for
the church, and the sermon will
explore some of the ways in
which students might shape their
own expectation of love and joy
in the modern world.
Mike Purdy will lead the
Study Fellowship in the SUB
over breakfast at 10:10 Sunday
morning, and Becca Parker will
4 rehearse the choir at 10:15 in
Kilworth Chapel. Sunday night
at 6:30 the Search Fellowship
will visit Peoples Church.

Ray Meuse has been
described as a ''nature
photographer who has gone
beyond pure romanticism.
who incorporates an awareness
of the present world into his
photography." Honored with
several one-man shows, Meuse
was included in the Henry
Gallery's ''Northwest
Photographer Sampler." (1971).

He became interested in
photography in the late forties,
making snapshots. After slow,
evolutionary growth, he started
exhibiting his work in 1968.
Meuse is a graduate of the
University of Washington in
electrical engineering and is
employed by the Boeing
Company Metrology Lab.

Debaters complete
successful competition
UPS debaters have just
completed successful
competition in two recent
tournaments. The first was the
Puget Sound Forensics League
Individual Events Tournament at
PLU. Sophpmore John Milnor
took third place in expository
speaking. The second
tournament was the Pacific
UniversityTournament held in
Forest Grove, Oregon.
Sophomore John Milnor
repeated his PSFL performance
with another third place in
Expository Speaking. Debaters
Mark Lyon from Tacoma and
Russell Stemquist took first
place in Novice Division Debate.
Also in Debate Sue Bigelow and
Kevin Budd accumulated a
record of 3-2 in Novice Division

and Chris Carletti and Ralph Fry
went 1-4 in their first effort of
the year in Junior Division. Mark
Lyon also made the final round
in Impromptu Speaking after
going 1-1-2 in preliminary
rounds.
This year the Forensics
program encompasses
approximately 40 students and
is under the quidance of Dr. Carl
Clavadetscher.
Later in the term two trips will
be taken to Seattle Pacific
College for Debate and
Individual events, followed by a
trip to the University of Oregon.
Over Thanksgiving the squad will
compete in the Western Speech
Association Tournament in
Fullerton California.

Organizations to have meeting
about welfare services
Several Community Service Organizations in the
Tacoma-pierce County area have called for a meeting with state
legislators to determine why eligible, impoverished people are not
receiving the services the welfare system is mandated to give. The
meeting will be held Monday, Nov. 11, at 7:30 p.m., in the
auditorium of the main branch of the Tacoma Public Library, 1102
Tacoma Avenue South. Interested media and public are invited to
attend.
Many of the community organizations dealing with
emergency services such as food and shelter are being drained of their
resources and manpower and are finding themselves unable to provide
the massive relief that is called for. These organizations contend that
one of the reasons Public Assistance fails to deliver services to so
many is because of the 100% total eligibility verification
requirement. Through this regulation, those who have been on public
assistance, as well as new applicants, must obtain for self and each
family member all legal documents and proofs pertaining to every
facet of personal and family history. This regulation alone radically
increases the paper processing of the Department of Social and Health
Services (DSHS) and reduces its ability to provide services to
thousands of those who need it. This is one of the reasons why the
welfare office which is required to receive applications from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. will often take no new applications for public assistance after
the first hour or two of being open.
On the part of the welfare applicant there is usually several
days spent in gathering and processing documents. Quite frequently it
takes two or three weeks to complete this process and occasionally
longer. In consequence the applicant and/or family often go without
the necessities or rely upon already heavily burdened community
organizations to stay alive.
Another reason why the non-profit community organizations
are being swamped is because the grants of 13 1/2% of the state-wide
recipients were cut July 1, 1974. This was due to a beauracratic
attempt to simplify the system. As a result, people are receiving less
money while the cost of living continues to rise.

FRULA Company of 36 Brilliant artists! at the
P~ FiIdhouse 8pm Saturday Nov 16 Tickets
3 O (eneral Admission Available: on Marche
~acoma; Activities Office. UPS SUB; and at the
door.

Pacific Northwest Dance
to be relocated
Pacific Northwest Dance will
be relocating its dance studio
activities to the Home of the
Good Shepherd in the
Wallingford District of Seattle,
Executive Director Leon
Kalimos announced today.
Operation of its professional
development scholarship training
program in the new studios will
commence November 1, 1974,
accommodating the company's
expanding program.
Pacific Northwest Dance is
currently working closely with
the Wallingford Community

"The Barber of
Seville" opens
Seattle opera
Rossini's spirited romp in old
Spain, "The Barber of Seville",
opens Seattle Opera's
Opera-In-English Series on
Friday, November 8 at 8:00 PM
and on Sunday, November 17 at
2:00 PM in the Opera House.
Tickets for the Friday,
November 8 performance are
entirely sold out, but good seats
remain available for the Sunday
afternoon performance on
November 17.
"The Barber of Seville" stars
soprano Gloria Marinacci as
Rosina, baritone Robert
Petersen as Figaro, tenor
Leonard Eagleson as Count
Almaviva, bass-baritone Archie
Drake as Dr. Bartolo, bass
William Winden as Don Basilio,
mezzo soprano Dori Cole as
Berta and baritone Donald
Collins as the Sergeant.
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Representative
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
to be on campus

SPONSORING ORGANIZATIONS
Basic
Metropolitan Development Council
Tacoma Urban League
Minorities Concerns Task Force
Crisis Clinic
Neighbors in Need
Education Issues Group
Puyallup FISH
Hilltop Multi-Service Center
St. Leo's Social Action Committee
Legal Services of Pierce County.
Southeast FISH
Lutheran Community Services
Tacoma Model Cities
Martin Luther King Ecumenical Ce nter Welfare Rights Action Council

Council, the Seattle Opera
Association, the Factory of
Visual Arts, and other concerned
non-profit organizations and
City Officials for the acquisition
of the Good Shepherd site for a
cultural training center and
community playground.
For the past five months
Pacific Northwest Dance has
been resident in the Madrona
Dance Studio.
Individual auditions for
inclusion in the training program
are available to advanced ballet
students by calling 447-4751.

TUESDAY,

Graduate study information

NOVEMBER 5
-

Master's degrees in

Letters, Arts, & Sciences and all fields of Ph. D.
Contact Placement Services
SEVEN
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Melvina Reynolds captures audience
Last Friday singer-songwriter
Malvina Reynolds played, to a
packed house in the SUB
Lounge. Reynolds appeared in
the Friday at Nine series headed
by Lance Frodsham: This was by
far the most successful of all the
programs held this year.
Reynold's style totally
captivated the attentive
audience. She has been writing
and singing her songs since the
early '50's. Many in the audience
knew her songs well, so well in
fact, that many sang along.
Many Tacoma citizens
attended her performance.
Frodsham feels that community
involvement is essential if
Friday-at-Nine is to gain in
popularity. Because many of her
songs are child-oriented, many
parents brought their children.
Many of her songs have been

widely recorded. "Little Boxes,"
"Turn around," "What Have
They Done to the Rain," and "It
Isn't Nice," were done by artists
like Judy Collins, Pete Seeger,
Joan Baez, The Limeliters, and
the Seekers."Turn Around" was
recorded by Diana Ross for the
movie "Lady Sings the Blues."
She also sung a few songs from
her new unreleased album. One
of the favorites was a love song
about roses and apples. She sang
it twice so the audience could
sing along the second time.
Along with Ms. Reynolds,
Denise Livingston also played.
Livingston will be back for
another Friday-at-Nine on
November 8, when she will be
appearing with a feminist theatre
group, the Co-Respondents.
They will be presenting a play
called "Give 'Em an Inch." They
were well received last year and

if they're half as good as Ms.
Livingston was last Friday, then
they should be a smash.
Reynolds and Livingtson
were given a fantastic ovation at
the end of the performance.
Malvina Reynolds is totally
amazing; she is 74 years old and
has the vivacity of a child.
Reynolds has her own record
company, because of bad
experience with the Columbia
Recording Company. She called
Columbia the "General Motors
of the record industry." She was
totally remarkable at the
Friday-at-Nine performance.
Later she conveyed to Frodsham
how much she enjoyed singing
by saying, "I would like to die
singing."
Tonight the scheduled
performance of Tall Timber has
been postponed until December
13.

"Four Extraordinary Evenings in November"
Beginning next Sunday, the
Fircrest United Methodist
Church will present "Four
Extraordinary Evenings in
November." They will be held
on the four Sundays of this
month, and will serve as
exchange sessions with
prominent speakers and
panelists. The subject of each
will be timely and vital to
everyone. Each session will start
at 6:30 p.m. The moderator and
panelists will lead off discussing
the designated subject for the
first hour. Then there will be a
get-together and refreshment
break. The second half of the
evening will provide an
opportunity for discussion and
questions.

November 3 will mark the
first session, and the subject will
be "Rights and Roles for Men
and Women." The moderator
will be UPS President Philip
Phibbs. The three panelists will
be Dr. Esther Wagner, professor
in the UPS English Department;
Edwin R. Patterson, a
counselor-consultant in the
University of Oregon system;
and Dr. Suzanne Barnett, an
assistant professor in the UPS
History Department.
The second session will be
entitled "Has the Pill Changed
the Double Standard for Men
and Women?" The moderator
will be Nancy Guthrie, a
professor in the UPS School of
Education. Panelists include: Dr.

Campus Films Present:

"The Incident"
by John Black
On Friday, Nov. 1, and Saturday, Nov. 2, Campus Films is
presenting the 1967 intense drama "The Incident." It will play at 7 &
9 p.m. on Friday and Saturday nights and at 1 p.m. on Sunday
afternoon in Mc006.
"The Incident" is an explosive drama depicting two young
hoodlums who terrorize the passengers on a New York subway. The
two toughs single out several passengers and savagely exploit their
individual weaknesses.
"The Incident" was shown at UPS two years ago. The
students who attended it agreed that the film is an electrifying
experience. It provides a catharsis for its audience by appealing
powerfully to the emotions. A few were shocked by it.
The film begins somewhat weakly, as the various characters
are introduced in stereotyped manner. The people themselves
(portrayed by such players as Beau Bridges, Jack Gilford, Thelma
Ritter, Brock Peters, and even the Tonight Show's "laughing boy" Ed
McMahon) include an elderly couple, two young soldiers, a
homosexual and a black power advocate.
But once the violent hoodlums (played by Tony Musante and
Martin Sheen) board the subway, the drama tightens its grasp on the
audience. The pace intensifies as the toughs continue to mock and
ridicule the passengers.
"The Incident" offers an appalling portrait of people's
passivity in time of danger. The subway's inhabitants are so
individually weak that they permit the thugs to debase them.
The final twenty minutes of "The Incident" contain some of
the most emotionally draining events in American cinema. The
violence which rules the lives of the hoodlums begins to manifest itself
in some of their outraged victims.
"The Incident" was forcefully directed by Larry Peerce, who
has also directed such diverse properties as "Goodbye, Columbus" and
"A Separate Peace."
Peerce places almost the entire action of the film into the
subway car itself. This effectively gives the audience an illusion of not
being able to escape from the two young men. The critical decision to
film in black-and-white further contributes to the feeling of
claustrophobia which "The Incident" creates.
The characters display the narrow confines of the
establishment society which has provided only unhappiness for so
many of its members. The hoodlums eventually become the
symptoms, not the root of the problem expressed by "The
Incident."
On Tuesday, Nov. 5, Campus Films will present the 1961
American classic "The Hustler." It will play at 6 & 8:30 p.m. in
Mc 006.
"The Hustler" boasts a cast of Paul Newman, George C. Scott
and Jackie Gleason (as Minnesota Fats). The plot concerns a
professional pool player who risks everything to challenge thv, number
one man.
"The Hustler" is an atmospheric film depicting backroom
pool sharks and their scrounging-for-a-buck existence.
Piper Laurie plays Newman's girlfriend in a romantic
interlude which effectively contrasts the film's portrayal of the
billiard circuit sleaziness.
"The Hustler" develops its various characters intricately, then
builds to the climatic billiards contest between Newman and Gleason.
Director Robert Rossen, by way of the film's climax, makes
the game of pool exciting and suspenseful on film, no easy
accomplishment.
Rossen was also the director of last week's Campus Film, "All
the King's Men." Many critics feel that "The Hustler" is Rossen's
definitive cinematic statement.
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Dudley Houty, a practicing
physician; Bill Moss, the
executive director of Planned
Parenthood for Pierce County;
Ray Bogrand, a P.E. and health
tracher at the junior high level in
the Puyallup School District;
and Wendy Severin, a senior at
UPS majoring in, elementary
education.
On November 17 Dr. Thomas
R. McCormick will speak on
"Ethical Issues in Terminal Life
Situations." Dr. McCormick is a
lecturer in medical ethics and a
member of the Campus Christian
Ministry of the University of
Washington.
The last session will prove
"Morality in Public Office." The
moderator will be James
Dolliver, administrative assistant
to Govenor Dan Evans. The
panelists will be Slade Gorton,
attorney general of the State of
Washington; Wilbur Choy,
resident bishop, Seattle Area
United Methodist Church; and
Lyle Smith, chief of police,
Tacoma.
These sessions will provide
for everyone, and especially UPS
students , four evenings of
entertainment and information.
The Fircrest United Methodist
Church is located at 1018
Columbia, Tacoma. For more
information, call 564-7862.

Art Museum
tour to
be announced
The Seattle Art Museum
announces May 1, 1975 as the
date for its 26th Annual
Architectural Tour. Selection of
a site and selection of committee
members is well underway
reports this year's chairman Mrs.
William D. Caton, Jr. Proceeds
of the tour go to benefit the
Seattle Art Museum Last year
marked the 25th Anniversary of
this popular tour . Returning to
the 'original site, Broadmoor and
Washington Park, it proved to be
the most successful in the
history of the Architectural
Tours. Over 2,500 visitors were
welcomed to the nine homes and
.two tea houses by some 375
volunteers. Committee
chairman, Mrs. Michael P.
Matson, delivered a check to the
museum in the amount of
$16,033.22, net profit and the
largest amount ever made.

Festival Theatre announces
Regional Playw writting contest
Aldrich Bowler,
Producer-Director of the
Antique Festival Theatre, has
announced plans for the AFT's
first annual Playwrighting
Contest. The Theatre is soliciting
full length plays on regional and
historical material which have
not been previously produced or
published. Although the
competition is open to residents
of the eleven western states,
scripts must focus on Rocky
Mountain or Northwest themes.
The competition is predicated
on the belief that if regional
theatre is to develop in this
country, we must support our
regional playwrights. Entries will
be accepted between March 15
and May 1,1975.
The winning play will receive
a production by the AFT during
the regular season and the
playwright a $200 prize. For
application forms, write

Playwrights Contest, Antique
'Festival Theatre, Box 26, BuhI,
Idaho 83316.
The Antique Festival Theatre,
currently in its 11th year, is a
professional touring company
supported by the National
Endowment for the Arts, the
Idaho State Commission on the
Arts & Humanities, and the
Idaho Bi-centennial Commission.
The company is made up of
highly trained theatre personnel
drawn from post graduate ranks
and theatre professionals
nationwide. The size of the
company varies from eight to
eighteen members including six
full time cadre personnel, paid
apprentice actors, and
under-graduate student,,
scholarship staff. The troupe has
toured Idaho, Oregon,
Washington, Nevada and
Wyoming and is currently
expanding its bookings to the 11
western states.

Bicentennial produces

"SUMMATION"
As part of the nation's
upcoming Bicentennial
Celebration the National
Endowment for the Arts with
cooperation of state arts
councils and bicentennial
commissions is supporting drama
programs which focus on the
development of regional
historical material.
The Antique Festival Theatre,
a touring theatre which has
operated in the Northwest for
over eleven years, has mounted
one of the first of the regional
b i ce n te n nial productions.The
drama, titled "SUMMATION"
was written for the Antique
Festival Theatre by two time
winner of the Schubert
Fellowship Gerald McDonough
under a new playwrights grant
from the National Endowment
for the Arts. "SUMMATION" is
a drama on the western labor
wars at the turn of the century.
The play' dramatizes the famous
courtroom confrontation
between Clarence Darrow and

Senator William Borah in the
trial of I.W.W. figurehead and
Bolshevik revolutionary "Bigg
Bill" Haywood. Haywood with
George Pettibone and Charles
Moyer, officials of the Western
Federation of Miners, were tried
in the summer of 1907 for
conspiracy to assassinate Idaho's
Governor Steunenberg, who was
killed in a bomb explosion at the
gate of his home.
The drama will be toured to
colleges and universities in the
eleven western states in January
and February of 1975.

For Your
Protection

7K!NG'S KLOS/ET
DISTINCTIVE MEN'S CLOTHING
1314 East 72 nd Street
Tacoma , WashingtOn 98404
Phone 531 - 3171

Chemical Spray
Whistles
Think about it?
BRODSKYS CLOTHING
'Across from Greyhound Bus Station
1318 Pacific

BR2-3530
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Loggers come up with top
performance of the year
by Matt McCuIIy
Last Saturday proved to be a
very happy Homecoming for
about 4,000 UPS football fans
and 65 Logger football players,
as the green & gold came up
with a fine performance,
thumping the Simon Fraser
Clansmen 38-20.
Happiest of all was probably
Logger defensive back Bob
Spellmeyer, who intercepted
three passes in the second half,
and returned one of them for a
touchdown. The three
interceptions set an all-time UPS
record for career interceptions,
breaking the mark set by Gary
Fultz from 1965-1968 of 11.
Senior Spellmeyer now has 13,
and two games left to play in his
career.
Spellmeyer was not the only
Logger standout, however, as
several UPS gridders turned in
key performances to spark the
victory.
Defensively, the Loggers were
no less than awesome. While the
line was holding the Clansmen to
a 52 yards rushing, the

secondary was busy intercepting
five of the Canadian's aerials.
Frank O'Loughlin also ran back
an interception for six points,
and sophomore Larry Smith
from Bellarmine continued his
outstanding play in the
secondary, picking off a Rick
Jones pass in what was the
game's finest catch.
Up front, the Loggers sacked
the Simon Fraser QB a grand
total of nine times, including
three sacks apiece by Middle
Guard Ed Lundberg and Steve
"Donkey" Davies.
Stand-out linebackers Bill
Linnenkohl and Ron Reeves
were not to be overshadowed,
though, as they each came up
with solid performances (what
else is new). Linnenkohi
recovered two Clansmen
fumbles, and made a QB sack,
while Reeves stuck his helmet in
on 10 tackles, a game high for
the Loggers.
The offense was not stagnant
either, as they racked up 338
yards in total offense behind the
signal calling of Doug "Hondo"
Holderman. The junior QB

engineered the Loggers to a 45
yard touchdown drive midway
through the first quarter, and
UPS never looked back. He
capped the drive off himself,
sweeping the left end for the
score.
"Hondo" then hit Mario
Menconi, minutes later, on a
pass play covering 79 yards for
the score, the longest pass play
of the season.
During the afternoon,
Holderman ran for 50 yards and
passed for another 78, to lead
the Loggers in total offense.
Fullback Jim Whitman was the
top ground gainer with 65 yards
on 11 carries, just ahead of Don
Rinta who gained 56 yards on
only seven carries, eight yards a
crack. Former wide receiver, Jim
Hatch provided the Loggers with
a very pleasant surprise, as he
dashed for 45 yards in his first
game as a running back for UPS.
It was what many called "the
top Logger performance of the
year," since the Simon Fraser
squad which UPS defeated, is
one of the most feared teams in
the Northwest every year.

SSA scheduling ski trips
The Student Ski Association,
famous for the half-price ski lift
tickets its 44,000 members
receive at 150 major ski areas
nationwide, recently announced
the 1974/75 winter schedule of
low cost ski trips.
SSA Carnivals will be held at
major ski resorts in the East,
Midwest and Rocky Mountains.
Lasting from two to seven days
each, the carnivals include all ski
lift tickets, first class lodging
and, at most areas, breakfast and
dinner every day.
At last January's SSA "Great
Escape" weekiong carnival in
Aspen, Colorado over 700
college students from every state
in the country attended. Most
SSA carnivals attract several
hundred college students and
other young people.
This season's Aspen trip is
from January 4 to 11 and
January 6 to 13. Cost for lifts at
four ski areas in Aspen, lodging
at the Holiday Inn or equivalent
and admission to all activities is
only $109 plus 15% tax and
services ($125.35 complete).
There are low tour basing airline
fares available on regularly
scheduled flights from most
cities to Denver on January 6
w i t h c o n n e c t i n g bus
transportation to Aspen. The
Student Ski Association also
offers charter flights from New
York City and Hartford to
Denver for $164 round trip with
connecting charter bus from
Denver to Aspen for $25 round
trip. The charter price is around
$100 below the regular economy
air fare. These charter flights are
for SSA members and their
families only.
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This season's schedule of
Easter carnivals includes: GLEN
ELLEN, VERMONT, Dec.20-22,
$39; MOUNT SNOW,
VERMONT, Jan. 5-10 and
26-31, 1975, $89; MOUNT
WASHINGTON VALLEY N.H.
(five ski resorts), Jan 12-17 and
19-24, $89. Over spring
vacations there is the
CANADIAN FESTIVAL DE
SKI, March 15-21, 22-28, and
March 29-April 4 for $89. For
much less than the cost of a
week in Bermuda or Fort
Lauderdale, students will ski five
days at Mount St. Anne,
Eastern Canadas largest ski
resort with Saturday in
Montreal's Queen Elizabeth
Hotel and Sunday thru Thursday
nights in Quebec City's famed
Chateau Frontenac. Please add
15% for tax and services to all
Eastern carnival prices.
In the Midwest SSA has
planned a series of GREAT
ESCAPE WEEKENDS: LUTSEN
SKI AREA, Lutsen, Minn.,
Dec.13-15, $38.50; TRAVERSE
CITY, Michigan, lodging at the
Holiday Inn, skiing at SCHUSS
MOUNTAIN and SHANTY

CREEK, Dec. 20-22, $38.50;
MT. TELEMARK, Wisconsin,
lodging at the new $7,000,000
Mt. Telemark Lodge, Jan. 17-19,
$43.50; TRAVERSE CITY,
Michigan, lodging at the
Holiday Inn, skiing at SCHUSS
MOUNTAIN and TIMBERLEE
HILLS, Jan. 31 to Feb. 3,
$38.50.
For students who want to
spend their spring break soaking
up the sun and powder in the
Rocky Mountains, the Student
Ski Association has put together
a three area package at COPPER
M 0 U N T A I N / K E Y S TONE/B REC KENRIDGE
Colorado, March 9-14 and
16-21, for $99 complete.
All college students and other
young adults are invited. Come
with friends or solo. SSA will
supply roommates, if desired.
Ski clubs are welcome. SSA will
provide car pool transporatation
to students who need it.
For reservations ($10 deposit
required) or further information,
contact SSA Carnival Desk, 233
N. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA
01002, tel (413) 253-3206 or
2438 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ii
60614, tel (312) 871-1070.
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The football program started
to wind down last week as the
play-off positions were fairly
well determined.
In Division B, the Theta Chi
offensive team finally clicked to
defeat the Annex team in a very
close a n d somewhat
controversial game, 20-12. Theta
Chi will be the top seeded team
from Division B in the play-offs
and the Annex team will be
seeded second.
In Division A, the Aliis
eliminated the Phi Delts from
the play-off picture with a 7-0
win. The final standings for
Division A are dependent upon
the results of this last Tuesday's
Annex/Law School game. If the
Law School won, they are the

champions of the division and
the Betas and Aliis would have
had to play-off yesterday to
determine second place.
However, if the Law School lost,
then the Betas and Aliis are tied
for first and a coin flip will
determine the seeding in the
semifinals.
FOOTBALL PLAY—OFF SCHEDI
Tuesday, Nov. 5
Theta chi(5-O-1) vs. Division
A, No. 2
US Annex (3-2-1) vs. Division
A, No. 1
Thursday, Nov. 7
Championship Game—winners
of Tuesday's gamis

INTRAMURAL SOCCER
The teams participating in the soccer play-offs have now been
fairly well determined also.
In Division A, the B. Hoopers defeated the Phi Delts 4-2 to
remain undefeated and secure themselves a play-off position. The
Kappa Sigs beat the Theta Chi's to insure a place in the play-offs as
well. Those two teams met this past Wednesday to decide the first and
second place seedings for the play-offs.
In Division B, the D. Hdbpers beat the Sigma Nu's in their big
showdown 4-0. The win insured the D. Hoopers a play-off position
and if they beat the Beta's today, the D. Hoopers will be the division
champions.
ROTC defeated the Aliis 3-0, thus making today's game with
Sigma Nu a do-or-die game for both teams. The winner gets a play-off
position with ROTC having an outside chance at the No. 1 position
should the D. Hoopers lose to the Betas.
SOCCER PLAY-OFF SCHEDULE
Wednesday, Nov. 6
Division A, No. 1 vs. Division B, No. 2
Division 13, No. 1 vs. Division A, No. 2
Friday, Nov. 8
Championship Game—winners of Wednesday's games
WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL RESULTS
October 21—October 27
Anderson-Langdon's Peggy Furman ran a successful reverse,
ending in a touchdown, early in the third quarter to give A-L a 6-0
win over the Alpha Phi team.
In the Theta/Tri Delt game, the Thetas started the game with
a hard drive to make their only touchdown early in the first quarter.
Ferrol Williams carried the ball over to give the Thetas the lead at 6-0.
However, the Tri Delts fired up and dominated the rest of the game.
They were spurred on to victory with an interception by Cindy
Monroe and two touchdowns by Jill Kotchik. Tri Delts won the game
with a 12-6 score over the Thetas.
GDI and the Hawaiians played Sunday afternoon in the rain.
Stars for the Hawaiians were Evalyn Goldberg and Leanne Leong.
Leanne made the first touchdown on a sweep but the team
failed to get the extra points on two attempts, the first being called
back because of a penalty. The second touchdown came as Evalyn
returned a punt the whole length of the field. Leanne made the extra
points with a halfback drive. Then Evalyn sacked a GDI ballcarrier
behind the goal line for a safety and two more points. For the GDI,
Lokelani Kini scored the only touchdown and conversion to make the
score Hawaiians 16, GDI 8.
FOOTBALL STANDINGS
League I

League II

Anderson-Langdon, 2-0-1
Gamma Phi, 1-0-1
Pi Phi, 1-1-0
Alpha Phi, 0-3-0

Hawaiians, 1-0-1
Tri Delts, 1-0-1
Theta, 0-1-1
GDI, 0-1-1

Shorecrest defeats Hockey team
UPS was injured; thus leaving
UPS with only nine players.
Refusing the use of an extra
Shorecrest player, the nine UPS
women held the high school
team down to only one more
goal in the remaining one and a
half periods and the game ended
in Shorecrest's favor, 3-0.

With a team short one
member, Miss Bond drove the
field hockey team to Seattle to
play an outstanding Shorecrest
High School team. Playing
eleven against ten, Shorecrest
made two goals against UPS in
the first period.
Then, midway through the

second period, Susan Baker of
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Cross-Country team
makes it two in a row
by Matt McCuIIy
A year ago if someone had
said that UPS would have the
top Cross-Country team in the
Northwest this year, people
would have thought he was
crazy.
As of last Saturday, if
someone should suggest that the
Logger runners were anything
but the number one team in the
Northwest, they are either crazy
or considerably lacking in
Cross-Country information.
Last Saturday in Bellingham,
the Loggers ran for a 28-29
victory over two-time NAIA
Division 1 Champions, Western
Washington State College, to
make it two in a row over the
Vikings. Also under the Logger
belts this season are the Central
Washington State Invitational
Championship and the Pacific
Lutheran Invitational
Championship, to make the
Logger runners' season mark 3
wins and 0 losses, tops in the
Northwest.
The Logger win marked the
first time in four years that the
Vikings have lost on their home
course in Bellingham.
''The people were really
surprised to see us win up
there," coach Sam Ring said. "It
just isn't supposed to happen."
Ring continued, "I remember
back in 1972 when they beat a
Central Washington team up
there which was an All-American
team, taking fifth in the nation.
So we were pretty proud to beat
them on that course."
Beat them they did, with
Logger runners Bob Skar and
Brian Brouillet tieing for first
place in a time of 25:23, well
ahead of the Vikings top runner.
Skar and Brouillet, along with

coach Ring who ran in the meet
unattached (his placing didn't
count in the meet score), all ran
the last two miles of the course
stride by stride, breezing in,
purposely at the same time.
Jim Smith, who coach Ring
calls "the most improved man
on the squad," came up with a
tremendous effort, fighting off a
pulled leg muscle, to finish 5th
in a time of 25:47.
Dave Richard and Leon
Bombardier, both still recovering
from the flu, finished 8th and
12th, respectively, while Gary
Grossman was clipping two full
minutes off last year's time to
finish 13th.
Tomorrow the Loggers face
the University of Portland,
George Fox College, Club
Northwest, and Snohomish
Track Club, in the UPS
Invitational. The race will be
held at Fort Steilacoomb Park,
with starting time scheduled for
11:30 a.m.
Coach Ring said, "We plan to
train through this meet to
prepare for nationals. We will
still try to win the meet, but our
primary concern will be to be
prepared for the big one on
November 16.'
The "big one" is the National
Championship held in
Springfield, Missouri two
Saturdays from tomorrow,
where the Loggers will either
participate in the NCAA finals
or the AAU championships.
That has not been determined
yet.
In either event, things are
looking very good for the green
& gold runners, who have almost
completely recovered from their
tussle with the flu, and are once
again running in their usual
form.

SPOR TRIVIA
Who knows that the "O.J." in
O.J. Simpson really stands for?
No, it's not "Orange Juice," it is
Orenthal James, who
incidentally is married and has
two children. Many remember
O.J. at USC, but did you know
that he went two years at San
Francisco City College before
attending USC? At the CC he
was a standout at flanker, not
running back, believe it or not.
O.J. is also associated with
the number 32, but when he was
a rookie with the Buffalo Bills
he donned number 36. A
teammate wore O.J.'s number
32. Of course when he was at
USC he wore number 32 all
through his two seasons and two
Rose Bowl games. In those two
bowl games, the Trojans won
one and lost one, beating the
Indiana Hoosiers (What's a

Hoosier?) in O.J.'s junior year
and losing to Ohio State in O.J.'s
senior year. That Ohio State
team was comprised mostly of
sophomores, which included QB
Rex Kern, monster man Jack
Tatum, and running back Jim
Otis, among numerous other
All-Americans.
Also on that Buckeye team
was Jan White, who had not seen
a losing football game all
through junior high, high school,
or two years of college. The next
year, however, he found what
defeat tasted like when the
number one Buckeyes lost to
Michigan's Wolverines from Ann
Arbor. The year after that they
lost one more, this time in the
Rose Bowl to Stanford, thanks
to Jim Plunkett and Randy
Vataha, who have now teamed
up for the New England Patriots.

Logger gridders travel to Central
The Logger football team
moved one step closer to a
winning season last Saturday
with their 38-20 Homecoming
win over Simon Fraser, but still
must overcome two roadblocks
in the coming weeks.
The highest hurdle will
probably come in the form of
the Central Washington State
Wildcats tomorrow when the
Logger gridders travel to
Ellensburg.
The Wildcats, who have 30
lettermen off last year's
Evergreen Conference

UPS soccer
team will meet
McNeil Island
The Loggers are going to
prison! The UPS soccer team
will travel to McNeil Island
tomorrow to challenge the
prison soccer team in a soccer
match. Unfortunately, the game
is open to the team only and not
the public.
Tonight, a German
soccer film titled "A Hundred
Years of Football" (football in
Germany is soccer) will be
shown in T148 at 7:30 p.m. It is
a 90-minute historical film
showing highlights of the game.
The soccer team is also
moving to the Fieldhouse,
Monday, Nov. 4, to practice
every morning from 6-8 a.m.
The coaching staff has invited all
intramural soccer players and
anyone else interested to join
them for practice. Intramural
players may learn some new
techniques and polish up their
skills for next year's intramural
play.

C

SPORTS SCHEDULE
November 2—November 9
Saturday, Nov. 2
Football: CWSC, there, 1:30 p.m.
Soccer: McNeil Island Prison, there
Cross Country: UPS Invitational, Ft. Steilacoom Park, 11:30 a.m.
Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 2 & 3
Field Hockey: PLU Invitational, there, all day
Monday, Nov. 4
J.V. Football: PLU, Franklin Pierce Stadium, 3:30 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 7
Volleyball: PLO, there, 7:30 p.m.
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Oregon, 35-14, and Western
Washington State College, 13-9.
The Loggers, who have been
playing their best football of the
season in the past few weeks,
trail in the series with Central,
13 wins to 15 wins, with one
game ending in a tie. UPS won
the last meeting between the,
two schools in convincing
fashion, 37-6 back in 1968 in
the days of Bob Botley, Clint
Scott, Jerome Crawford, and
Dan Thurston. The last Central
win came in 1966, when they
dropped the Loggers 14-7.

801 E. MAIN, PfJYALLUP

HAL

Westgate Village

Championship team, sport a
3-2-1 season record, and are half
a game out of first place this
year.
They were knocked off the
mountain last Saturday by a
10-0 loss to Eastern Oregon. The
only other Wildcat loss was a
14-10 decision to Lewis & Clark
in a non-conference season
opener. The Oregon Institute of
Technology played the Wildcats
to a 13-13 tie in Central's third
game of the season.
Central's wins include
victories over Oregon College of
Education, 20-19, Southern

Coming down the mountain is
more exciting than climbing up the
books. Buy some ski time from us.
Our portable typewriters and calculators need little repair and will
save you time. Ski time.

Dept. No.
(non-paiisan)

JUSTICE

.....

ROYAL OF WASHINGTON

FAIR BUT FIRM

Geo. 0 Fither Ireos. P.O. Box 714, Tacoma 98401
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Volleyball team at top of the league

1

The Logger volleyball team is
at the top of the league with a
winning record of 5-0. Two of
the victories were added against
PLU and the University of
Washington.
PLU met UPS here October\
22 to fight for the best out of
five games. UPS promptly took
the first game 15-9. However,
the Lutes turned right around
and beat the Loggers 15-13 and
15-6. Things were looking good
for PLU but UPS won the fourth
game 15-10 to tie the set. The
fifth game was the deciding

game. The Logger women
cruised through the game to end
with a score of 15-2, thus
winning the match.
On October 23, UPS went to
the U of W where again they
split the set and the final game
decided the victor. The first two
games went to UPS 15-5 and
15-1, but the U of W won the
next two games 15-10 and 15-3.
However, UPS pulled through
and took the set with a final
game shut-out of 15-0.
The team also traveled to
Portland last Saturday and piled

out of their bus with 15 minutes
to go before their first game in
the tournament. Mt. Hood
College immediately set out to
beat a cold UPS team 10-5 and
11-9 in two quick games.
However, UPS fired up and
won their next three sets against
Oregon College of
Education-10-5, 10-5; and
Lewis and Clark "B"-10-2,
10-5; and the University of
Oregon "B"-4-10, 10-8, 10-8.
There were no over-all winners
or placings in the tournament.

Ballroom dance deemed successful
by Mike Gait
A fight broke out between
two UPS students at the
Homecoming Ball October 26.
The confrontation pitted man
against woman outside the
Winthrop Hotel Crystal

Ballroom. Both parties claimed
infidelity was ruining their
relationship and almost putting
it on ice.
Inside the Ballroom, things
were much more jovial. An
estimated 250 students, faculty,
and alumni responded to the
tunes of ''Epicenter," a

G oldberg named Outstanding
Athelete of the Year
by Coileen McKay
I caught Evalyn Goldberg at her desk in the Athletic
Department where she is kept busy working as an athletic
secretary/statistician.
Evalyn Goldberg, co-winner of the Ben Cheney Award for
Outstanding Athlete of the Year, was cited for her outstanding
performance on the women's varsity volleyball and basketball teams.
She says she has participated in sports since grade school and can
remember "playing softball and baseball with the guys" in sandlot
leagues; and later, in city recreation leagues. She did not actually play
on any scholastic teams until the ninth grade at Tacoma's Lincoln
High, where, incidentally, she graduated with a 4.00 QPA.
At UPS, while maintaining a 3.50, Evalyn is not only a
valuable member of the volleyball and basketball teams, she also
enjoys intramural football on the Hawaiian team and is organizing a
UPS softball team for next spring.
When asked what significance her award could have on
women's sports at UPS (she is the first woman to receive the Ben
Cheney Award), she replied, "I don't know what it will do. 'Hopefully,
' it will help women's sports. Maybe it will open people's eyes to
women's sports."
I also asked Evalyn what her reaction at the banquet was as
she realized she had just become an Outstanding Athlete of the Year.
"The most vivid thing that sticks in my mind is 'WOW!'. It was a
feeling rather than a thought."
As I left, Evalyn turned back to typing football recruiting
letters and team statistics.

nine-piece group composed of
former members of "Thin Red
Line," "Sluggo," and "City
Zoo." The group has only been
together one month, the
Homecoming Ball being their
third performance. ASUPS
pulled a great deal in procurring
their talents, thanks to Activity
Director Semi Solidarios and
Boogie Chairman Skip
'Strickland.
The band charged $400 for
their performance Saturday.
"Soon this month, the cost of
"Epicenter" will skyrocket to
$600 to $700, as they build
their way into prominence,"
forecast Solidarios.
A shuttle bus ran students
from UPS to the Winthrop and
back all night. President Phibbs
didn't ride the shuttle, but he
did attend the dance along with
his wife.
Refreshments included
punch, potato chips, and
'cookies. Some of the audience
found the attire of the female
vocal trio most refreshing as
well.
Student Senate has recently
discussed how to analyze the
success of a program or activity.
Do you make your evaluation on
the basis of quantity (how many
people participate) or quality
(how much enjoyment the
participants experience,
regardless of number)? The
Homecoming Ball makes the
decision extremely easy, though,
since both quality and quantity
aspects of the evaluation were
deemed successful.

New Fraternity has opened

A jazz concert, with Return
With two members and thre • t9 Forever and Chick Korea, will
pledges Delta Phi Chapter of th • be held Sunday, Nov. 3 at
Evergreen State College, in the
Sigma Chi Fraternity is startin
library lobby.
anew. The members are Bruci
The concert, done to benefit
Cleckley and Don Roupe. Boti
are transfer students from th • the campus' new FM station
University of Oregon. Th ? (KAOS), will have two shows at
pledge class consists o f seven and ten p.m.
Advanced tickets are available
crosscountry star Briai I
Brouillet, ROTC man Johr 1 at Rap Records in downtown
Beck, and prelaw student Stev i Tacoma.
Caidwell. With this large varianc
of interests, the Sigs ar
attempting to reorganize th
chapter which was among th
strongest on the UPS campus.
Most of the other fraternitie i
All persons curious and
have been helping in. th
concerned about job possibilities
reestablishment attempt. Si1
are invited to the Job Workshop
functions have been run jointl3 r
next Wednesday, November 6, at
with other fraternities, anc I 6:30 pm in the SUB lounge.
sorority relations are reported tc )
The workshop is designed to
be excellent.
help people determine their own
strengths, rights, and prospects
in applying for jobs.
Resource people will give
'
t short presentations of different
L• aspects of securing jobs.
Tanya Brunke, Executive
:
Director of the Tacoma YWCA
will discuss resumes and the
interview process.
Judy Fortier, Women's Rights
i;
Supervisor of the Tacoma
- Human Relations Commission
: will cover personal rights of
• women applicants and
employees according to latest
laws.
b
Allen Zalewski, representative
from Aetna Life Insurance will
present what businesses are
looking for in resumes and
personnel
Discussion
and
question-answer responses will
follow these topics.
The Job Workshop is open to
all UPS students, staff, and
faculty. Phi Chi Theta, women's
business fraternity, and Mortar
Members of the Newly organized Sibma Chi fraternity
Board, senior women's
are: Bruce Cleckley, Steve Caidweil, John Beck,
honorary, are co-sponsoring the
Brian Brouillet, and note pictured is Don Roupe.
event.

The alumni association of
Delta Phi is one of the strongest
in Sigma Chi. Nationally, Sigma
Chi has the largest alumni
association of all social
fraternities. Traveling Executive
Secretary Steve McCarty, a
representative of the national
fraternity, stated that local
alumni support is a major asset
of the chapter. Also cited as an
asset, is the chance to become a
part in the building of a
fraternity, with the opportunity
to make friends. When the Delta
Phi Chapter folded, it was during
a time when the Greek system as
a whole went into a tail-spin.
The reappearance of Sigma Chi
is another example that the
Greek system is once again a
major component of campus life
at UPS.

• Job workshop
• held Nov. 6
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UPS atheletes hon ored
atS ports Banquet
by Colleen McKay
Awards and honors were the
order of the evening as past and
present UPS athletic stars joined
together at the University of
Puget Sound's All Sports
Banquet and Logger Hall of
Fame ceremonies Thursday
evening, October 24 at the
Sherwood Inn.
The highly coveted Harry
Werbisky Award, given in
memory of one of the greatest
athletes in Logger history, went
to Ken Johnson. Johnson holds
the UPS record for throwing the
javelin and has been second for
the last two years and third the
year before in NCAA College
Division javelin competition.
Co-winners of the John
Heirick Award for the Most
Inspirational Athlete were
football middle guard, Rich Van
Volkenburg, and track star, Jim
Catalinich. Both were
inspirations in and out of
athletic competition.
Swimmer John Sheekley was
given quite a 22nd birthday
present as he was presented the
Dill Howell Award for Most
Improved Athlete. John
Sheekley had improved his time
in the 1650-meter free style
swim from 18:30.83 to
16:40.22 in his years at UPS and
finished third nationally last
spring.
The Ben Cheney Award for
the school's Most Outstanding
Athlete went to co-winners Ken
Johnson and Evalyn Goldberg.
Johnson was cited for his javelin

achievements and Miss Goldberg,
the first woman to receive this
award at UPS, was honored for
her outstanding performance on
the women's varsity volleyball
and basketball teams.
The Coach of the Year is UPS
alum Don Moseid who coached
the Tacoma Community College
Titans to the number one spot at
the Northwest Community
College basketball tournament
last year.
Inducted into the Logger Hall
of Fame this year were former
UPS athletes, Harry Werbisky,
Harry Enochs, Jack Sprenger
and Jess Brooks.
Werbisky, who died in his
sophomore year at the College
of Puget Sound, led the
basketball team to its first
championship in history as a
freshman in 1939. flarr
"Rabbit" Enochs played
basketball from 1923-25 at CPS
and was the highest scorer in
1925. Sprenger, the "watch-fob
guard of CPS," played football
from 1930-34; and Brooks
earned ten varsity letters at CPS
from 193 1-35.
Other UPS athletes honored
were student members of the
football All-Northwest team,
1974 All-American swimmers,
members of the first North
Pacific Baseball League
championship team and national
athletic award winners.
Light entertainment was
provided by basketball player
Fred Cain at the piano, and by
"The Linebackers"—Ron Reeves
and Ross Shafer—singing,
playing guitars and joking.

OI*kos Cont'd..
( cont'd. from page 4)

primary concern be efficient use of these monies. Translated this
means sell all the electricity you can possibly produce. This is
particularly true for hydroelectric power where unutilized energy is
water over the dam, so to speak.
The most efficient means of operating an electric power plant
is to run at full capacity 100 percept of the time. Unfortunately,
power is not consumed at an equal rate throughout the day or year.
Efficiency is expressed in a term called load factor. Load is
electric company jargon meaning the amount of consumption. The
load factor has two components, average load and peak load. Peak load
is the maximum demand for power in a given time. For example the
peak load in any given day is generally about six p.m. Average load is
the average demand in a given time period. Load factor is the average
load divided by the peak load.
If the peak load and average load were the same there would
be a load factor of one. This would be maximum efficiency (assuming
that the plant is operating at full capacity). In Tacoma the load factor
on a yearly basis is about .52 which is considered pretty good.
Various techniques are used to improve the load factor and
therefore improve the return on investiient. The most common
method is an attempt to raise the average load. This is done by
encouraging use of power at nonpeak times, street lighting is a good
example.
Interruptible power is another means of improving the load
factor. The utility contracts out power at a reduced rate with the
stipulation that the power company can reduce or eliminate the
supply to meet demand elsewhere.
Power demands vary in different parts of the country and
state with changing seasons. Utilities take advantage of this by
swapping power. One company will sell power to another firm and
then will buy back this power when it is short. This power swapping is
one of the duties of the Bonneville Power Network which coordinates
activities of the power companies in the northwest.
Standby capacity is yet another means of improving the load
factor. A power company will have additional capacity which can be
shut down when not needed. The obvious disadvantage being that
capital must still be invested even if the plant is not being utilized.
The variable cost therefore is the only savings. The coal operated
Centralia Power Plant which Tacoma owns 8% of is used in this way.
Tacoma actually sells a large portion of its unused share to the
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA).
While efficiency is a primary concern an even larger concern
is ensuring that an abundant supply of power is always available.
Nationally power companies, which are the largest single industry in
the nation, employ hundreds of experts that are continually making
and revising predictions of future power demand. These experts
foresee the demand for electrical power doubling every 9 to 12 years
for at least the next 40 years. This tremendous increase in demand is
the result of two factors, increasing population and increasing
consumption per capita.
A generating facility now takes ten to twenty years to go 'on
line' from the time of the initial decision to build. With such a short
doubling time and with the long lead time required a vast amount of
power plant capacity must be under construction that is not yet
needed.
What would happen if power consumption leveled off with all
this additional money being tied up in new facilities? The likelihood
of consumption patterns changing their morals or ethical standards
according to one utility employee.
The net result of all these interacting facts is that power
companies must make decisions today to provide for estimated
demand ten to twenty years away. What would happen if this vast
capital investment was made and demand didn't materialize? To
rephrase the question, "Is it possible to conceive of power once
available would not be used?" The power projections might stimulate
the need for power. The ugly cycle must be appraised
somewhere
but where?
. . .
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Friday, Nov. 1
Computer Film: "A Much Better Way," noon,
Mc006
Campus Film: "The Incident," 7 & 9 p.m., Mc006
"Godspell," 8 p.m., Theatre
Christian Fellowship: 7 p.m., Chapel Basement

Tuesday, Nov. 5
Buckminister Fuller Film Series: 1-5 p.m., Mc0061
Student Senate: 5:15 p.m., Mci 06
Campus Film: "The Hustler," 6 & 8:30 P.m.,I
Mc006
GENERAL ELECTIONS

Saturday, Nov. 2
" Godspell:" 8p.m., Theatre
The IncIdent," 7 & 9 p.m., Mc006

Wednesday, Nov. 6
Buckminister Fuller Film: 8:30-12 p.m., J203
Buckminister Fuller Film Series: 1.6 p.m., Mc006
Tacoma Symphony Orchestra: 8:30 p.m., T emple1
Theatre

Sunday, Nov. 3
Campus Film: 1 p.m., Mc006
UniversIty Church: 11 a.m., Kilworth
Art Gallery !r
eview: 2.4 p.m., Kittredge
Monday, Nov. 4
Computer Film: "One at a Time," noon, Mc006
Buckminister Fuller Film Series: 1-5 p.m., Mc006
Faculty Senate: 4p.m., M006
Regester Lecturer: Dr. Theodore Harris, 8 p.m.,
kllworth

L———

a

Classifieds 2 for 1

I
I

Thursday, Nov. 7
Computer Film: "Pixillation," noon, Mc006
Thompson Lecturer: Dr. Lewis B. Mayhew, 8 p.m
Kilworth
Friday, Nov. 8
Computer Film: "Computer Revolution—Part II,"
and "UFO's," noon, Mc006
Campus Film: "Cat Ballou," 7 & 9 p.m., Mc006
Christian Fllowship: 7 p.m., Chapel Basement

— — — — — — — — — — —

SKIS, HART QUEENS, 175
cm, bases in excellent
condition, used carefully two
seasons, $60 or best offer,
Chris 759-2455.

I

'64 Corvette: Gun metal gray
Anson, Mags, Custom interior.
$2500—firm! 752-6328,
383-4176.
SKIS, Spalding SIDERAL
0.8., 200 cm, no nicks or
scratches, 74/75 ski season
guarantee, used only three
times, $100, Chris 759-2455.

Imperial Garden and Gift
Center- Autumn Special *Indoor
Ferns $.59 Over 200 to choose
from. 2328 Tacoma Ave. So.
MA7-6 264.

I

Travel the 'Mexican Connection'
-I'

IF YOU DON'T DO IT NOW
IT WON'TG ET DONE
Have you considered spending
FaIl,1975in

asp

London, England?

—

Spring, 1976 in

Vienna, Austria?

More details coming soon from
THE OVERSEAS OFFICE IN
JONES 222, EXT. 3310

Dr. Lon Hoover will show slides and movies of the
UPS Winterim trek in Nepal, on Wednesday, Nov. 6, at 8
p.m. In the 1st Congregational Church, Division and 'J' St.

Students receiving the National Direct Student
Loans or Educational Opportunity Grants must come to
theFinancial Aids Office, Jones HaIl 108, to sign their
checks before the proceeds from these awards can be
credited to their tuition accounts.

Canberra, Australia?

or

BLURPS
The Asian Studies Colloquium on November 15
will feature Ann Sado (professional name lwal Shikoo).
Ms. Sado, a graduate of Occidental College, has spent four
years in Japan studying the Japanese Classical Dance
derived from Kabuki theater. Her presentation will be
both informative and artistic, and all members of the UPS
community are welcome to attend. Asian Studies
Colloquium, Friday, Nov. 15, 4p.m., Chapel Basement.

20 FOR RENT
Furnish Apt., clean, bright,
No. Lawrence & 31st. Preferably
Male. SK9-1272. (Mrs. John
McNamara)
80 FOR MISC

--------

Student Youth Fares to Europe are still in effect. The
difference is that flights are now routed through Mexico or
Canada-where the student fares are still being sold. These different
ways of getting to Europe, and continued use of low cost school
charter flights, all make Europe still very much available to travel
minded college students.
The 'Mexican Connection' takes you either directly from
Tijuana (San Diego) to Europe, or from San Diego to Mexico City
with a Mexican student fare and then on to Europe with a regular
Youth Fare. Several thousand students have used this route in the past
few weeks, and the connecting flight allows a one day stop over in
Mexico City as an added attraction.
Once in Europe, job opportunities and study facilities are
plentiful. For students looking for experiences and a chance to earn
back their travel costs, paying jobs are available. Most jobs are in ski
resorts, hotels, and restaurants. No experience is required, and
standard wages are paid-but the big saving is the free room and board
that goes with each job. Interested students should apply early as jobs
are given on a first come, first served basis.
Also accredited fsench and german language courses on U.S.
branch campuses in Europe are now open to all students. You can
earn a full year of college language credits in only six weeks, and
anyone may audit courses without taking credits. Whichever way you
go, a stint in Europe can only look good on your future job
ãplication forms.
Interested students may obtain information on these subjects,
including European job listings and descriptions, an application form
for a job in Europe, and student travel news, by only sending their
name, address, educational institution and $1(for overseas postage,
printing and handling only) to SOS, 22 Ave. de la Liberte,
Luxembourg, Europe.

JENSEN, HEALEY, $4995,
588-8584, 11,000 miles, 14
months old, 28 m.p.g. lotus
engine.

The,Mr Force ROTC
College Program has 3 things to offer
that other college programs don't.
Scholarships.
1100 monthiy allowance.
Flying lessons leading

BIG 6
MOBILE
Garage & VW Repair

VALVE GRIND
CARBERATORS
GENERATORS
STARTERS

PARTS AND
ACCESSORIES

Mon. thru Fri.
8 to 4:30
3826 6th Ave.

TWELVE

Enroll in Air Force ROTC.
Air Force ROTC Detachment 900
ALUniversuty of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Wa. 98416
Contact

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC
PUGET SOUND TRAIL
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